


 

Close It Quietly is a continual reframing of the known. It’s like giving 
yourself a haircut or rearranging your room. You know your hair. You 
know your room. Here’s the same hair, the same room, seen again as 
something new. Close It Quietly takes the trademark Frankie Cosmos 
micro-universe and upends it, spilling outwards into a swirl of 
referentiality that’s a marked departure from earlier releases, 
imagining and reimagining motifs and sounds throughout the album. 
The band’s fourth studio release is a manifestation of their 
collaborative spirit: Greta Kline and longtime bandmates Lauren 
Martin (synth), Luke Pyenson (drums), and Alex Bailey (bass) 
luxuriated in studio time with Gabe Wax, who engineered and 
co-produced the record with the band.

Recording close to home— at Brooklyn’s Figure 8 Studios— grounded 
the band, and their process was enriched by working closely with Wax, 
whose intuition and attention to detail made the familiar unfamiliar 
and allowed the band to reshape their own contexts. On opener 
“Moonsea,” an unaccompanied Greta begins, “The world is crumbling 
and I don’t have much to say.” Take that as a wink and a metonym for 
the whole album, as her signature vocals are joined by Alex’s 
ascending bassline and Lauren’s eddying synths, invoking a loungey 
take on Broadcast or Stereolab’s space-disco experimental pop. 
There’s much more than “not much” to say here, and it's augmented 
and expanded by experimentation with synth patches, textures, and 
other recording nuances courtesy of Wax.

As the lineup has solidified into the most permanent expression of 
full-band Frankie Cosmos, the bandmates have felt more comfortable 
deviating from their default instruments and contributing 
bigger-picture ideas to continue pushing the sound forward. The 
band’s closeness and aesthetic consistency freed its members to take 
more risks, notes Luke: "Everything will sound like Frankie Cosmos 
because Greta has such a distinct voice (literally and figuratively). We 
have so much latitude to experiment with the instrumental music, and 
this time around we really took advantage of that." 

Without losing any intimacy of prior albums, Close it Quietly is 
different, is outer. The album functions as a benign doppelganger, a 
shadow self of past releases; where other Frankie Cosmos records 
shine brightest looking inward, Close it Quietly refracts the self into 
the world, and vice versa, miraculously echoing Thoreau’s assertion 
that “when I reflect, I find that there is other than me.” 

Reflection--and refraction--isn’t tidy. “Flowers don’t grow/in an 
organized way/why should I?” Greta sings on “A Joke.” Growth isn’t 
linear. Change happens in circles. While recording the album, Alex 
says, “I closed my eyes a lot.” Stand in the sun, listen to Close it 
Quietly, and do the same.

CD / LP / CS / DIGITAL     SP 1320  RELEASE DATE: SEPTEMBER 6TH, 2019

TRACKLISTING:
1. Moonsea
2. Cosmic Shop
3. 41st
4. So Blue
5. A Joke
6. Rings (On A Tree)
7. Actin' Weird
8. Windows
9. Never Would
10. Self-destruct
11. Wannago
12. I'm It
13. Trunk Of A Tree
14. Last Season's Textures
15. Even Though I Knew
16. UFO
17. Marbles
18. Did You Find
19. A Hit
20. With Great Purpose
21. This Swirling

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

FRANKIE COSMOS CLOSE IT QUIETLY

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/frankie_cosmos  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FrankieCosmos 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/frankiecosmos 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/frankiecombos 
Website: http://frankiecosmosband.com/ 
Spotify: 609k monthly listeners, 128k followers. Top track has over 18 million plays. 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Close It Quietly will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 
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insert
Indie Only LOSER Edition - blue 
pearlescent vinyl
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE



TRACKLISTING: 

01. Walk Away
02. Hope
03. Southern Sky
04. Gretel
05. Taking
06. Near
07. Project 2
08. Bad Man
09. Sugar
10. In My Arms
11. Cow
12. Crime
13. SugarHouse (Live)

CATALOG NUMBER WIG451

RELEASE DATE September 13, 2019

FILE UNDER Alternative “G”

DELUXE LP w/ DOWNLOAD 
(Indie Retail Exclusive)
UPC: 887828045136

Vinyl is non-returnable

LP w/ DOWNLOAD
UPC: 887828045112

Vinyl is non-returnable

CD 
UPC: 887828045129

DOMINO RECORDING COMPANY 

"America's greatest living songwriter" 
- FADER

"There aren’t cults in indie rock anymore. Deep, obsessive 
followings around smaller artists don’t exist like they used 

to. An exception to this rule is Alex Giannascoli"
- CONSEQUENCE OF SOUND

"Let’s state a fact: Alex Giannascoli is one of this 
generation’s best artists"

- VICE
PRESS:

Previous (Sandy) Alex G acclaim from: Billboard, Consequence of Sound, Entertainment Weekly, 
NPR, Rolling Stone, Esquire, The Fader, Spin, The New Yorker, New York Times, Noisey, Pitchfork, 
Stereogum, Grantland, Thrasher, i-D, Under The Radar, Crack Magazine, and more.

OVERVIEW:

On House of Sugar, his third full-length for Domino and ninth overall, (Sandy) Alex G inhabits a diverse 
range of musical and emotional points-of-view (often simultaneously), in turn illuminating the tension 
that hides in the shadow of desire.

Giannascoli began writing these songs in the fall of 2017, having just finished a tour for House of Sugar’s 
acclaimed predecessor, Rocket, and moved into a new apartment in Philadelphia. Whereas with earlier 
efforts, such as 2011’s self-released Winner or the landmark 2014 release DSU, he’d write numerous 
songs fairly quickly, with House of Sugar Giannascoli worked at a steadier pace, concentrating on 
fewer songs and laboring over each one more than before.

Throughout the process Giannascoli worked closely with Jacob Portrait, who mixed both Rocket and 
its predecessor, 2015’s Beach Music, and here helped to balance each of House of Sugar’s dense, 
multi-faceted tracks. As the product of extended focus and planning, House of Sugar emerges as 
Giannascoli’s most meticulous, cohesive album yet: a statement of artistic purpose, showing off his ear 
for both persistent earworms and shifting textures.

SELLING POINTS:

• Highly anticipated new album from cult status artist with highly engaged fanbase, and massive
album-on-album sales growth

• Previous albums combined have a total Soundscan activity of 30k+. Most recent release Rocket
(2017) accrued 19k+ in total Soundscan activity: 7k+ physical sales, 3k+ via indies!

• Deluxe LP on limited pressing purple vinyl, comes housed in spot gloss glitter jacket with printed
inner sleeves and mp3 download card. Standard LP comes housed in spot gloss glitter jacket with
printed inner sleeves and mp3 download card

• Major market North American dates scheduled for fall 2019
• Radio campaigns impacting A3/NonCommercial/Speciality/College formats
• Music videos for "Gretel", "Hope", "Southern Sky" and "Near" to be launched in support of release

(Sandy) Alex G
HOUSE OF SUGAR



DOMINO RECORDING COMPANY 
dominorecordco.com

When The Sun Goes Down  
[7”]

List price: $11.97
UPC: 887829021672

Fluorescent Adolescent 
[7”]

List price: $11.97
UPC: 887829026172

Teddy Picker 
[7”]

List price: $11.97
UPC: 887829027971

My Propeller 
[7”]

List price: $11.97
UPC: 887829035976

The Hellcat Spangled 
Shalalala [7”]

List price: $11.97
UPC: 887829042271

OVERVIEW
Long out of print 7”s from 5x Grammy nominees Arctic Monkeys are now back in print. 

RELEASE DATE
September 6, 2019

 
SELLING POINTS
- Each 7” includes a download card.
- Arctic Monkeys catalog has scanned over 2 million copies in the USA
- 2013’s studio album AM is RIAA Certified Platinum and one of the decade’s best selling titles on vinyl.

Suck It and See [7”]
List price: $11.97

UPC: 887829043872

Black Treacle [7”]
List price: $11.97

UPC: 887829044978



    OVERVIEW

The Competition, the anticipated fourth album from Lower Dens, is a pop album with a concept 
both emotionally and politically urgent. The title is lead singer and songwriter Jana Hunter’s term 
for a sociopsychological phenomenon that, in different ways, binds us all. Modern capitalism by 
nature generates a psychosis that accelerates our insecurities and anxieties to the point of total 
overload, corroding our intimacies, our communities, and our senses of self. The Competition 
speaks, in various ways, to the necessity of “socially de-conditioning ourselves and learning how 
to be people,” Hunter says. “The issues that have shaped my life, for better or for worse, have 
to do with coming from a family and a culture that totally bought into this competitive mindset.”

The band’s first three albums—Twin-Hand Movement, Nootropics, and Escape from Evil—
formed a narrative of sorts, about finding community, and identifying one’s responsibilities. This 
trajectory was interrupted by personal crises including frustrating battles with mental health. At 
the same time, Hunter was and is still undergoing a gender transition they had been deferring for 
many years. “I repressed the idea for a long time,” Hunter says.

Hunter studied Western classical music growing up, “but I was wild and in a lot of pain, and it 
didn’t really touch that. What did, especially as a very young person, was pop — a spectrum 
ranging anywhere from Prince to Anne Murray. Home life was very bleak, and pop songs were 
a guaranteed escape to a mental space where beauty, wonder and love were possible. I wanted 
to write songs that might have the potential to do that.”

The Competition draws on influences ranging across decades of Western pop music and 
chronicles messy, vulnerable humanity at a time of upheaval and chaos — through immersive, 
four-minute songs meant to give pleasure as much as provoke self-examination. It channels an 
urgent, restless desire to connect. “My voice is gonna be different when I perform these songs 
than it was when I recorded them,” Hunter says. “I’m equally terrified of and excited by that, but 
I always want to be more myself onstage, to reach people.”

    SELLING POINTS

• The anticipated follow-up to Lower Dens’ critically acclaimed 2015 release Escape From
Evil: 14k in total Soundscan activity, 7.5k physical sales, 5k sold via Indies!

• Previous press acclaim from: Pitchfork, NPR, Spin, Washington Post, Revolt, V Magazine,
Gorilla vs Bear, Stereogum,  Grantland, Consequence of Sound, Buzzfeed, and more

• US headline touring plotted thorugh the fall

• Radio campaigns impacting Triple A / NonComm / Specialty / College formats

• Music videos for “Young Republicans” (dir. Raul Gonzo) and “I Drive” (dir. Jason
Nocito) to be launched in support of release

• Indie retail exclusive version of the record on limited pressing clear vinyl!

RECOMMENDED IF YOU LIKE

Perfume Genius, Robyn, The XX, Lykke Li

Lower Dens 
The Competition
    TRACKLIST

01. Galapagos
02. Hand of God
03. Two Faced Love
04. Young Republicans
05. Real Thing
06. Buster Keaton

CATALOG NUMBER

RBN070

    RELEASE DATE 

September 6, 2019

    FILE UNDER 

Alternative “L”

    FORMATS

Indie Exclusive Clear LP w/ MP3s
UPC: 887834007036

vinyl is non-returnable 

Standard LP w/ MP3s
UPC: 887834007012

vinyl is non-returnable 

CD
UPC: 887834007029

07. I Drive
08. Simple Life
09. Empire Sundown
10. Lucky People
11. In Your House



• 2xLP pressed at RTI & housed in a deluxe Stoughton
“tip-on” jacket

• Tracks mastered from original Viv Records analog tapes

• Featuring many previously unreleased compositions and an
early draft of Trouble Is A Lonesome Town
• Liner notes by Hunter Lea with an interview from John Dixon
• Includes archival photos and ephemera

Phoenix, Arizona 1955…a twenty-five year old disc jockey and fledgling songwriter, Lee Hazlewood, is trying 
to break into the music industry. He takes Greyhound bus trips to Los Angeles to pitch songs, only to be rejected 
each time. Undeterred, Lee starts a record label called Viv Records. Running the label out of his house, Lee finds 
the artists, writes the songs, produces the sessions, arranges the pressings of the records and handles distribution. 
Recently discovered tapes in the Viv Records archive yielded an unbelievable find, the earliest known recordings 
of Hazlewood singing his songs…Lee’s first demo! The mysterious and bountiful tapes featured Lee singing early 
unheard compositions and a complete first draft of his Trouble Is A Lonesome Town song cycle that would become 
his first official solo album in 1963.

Light in the Attic Records is proud to continue it’s Lee Hazlewood archival series with 400 Miles From L.A. 
1955-56, a collection of previously unknown intimate recordings, never intended for release. Lee sings, plays 
guitar and even presses the record button on the tape machine. These are rural sketches and small town dreams, 
captured in an innocent time before the path ahead was clear. 

These songs rewrite Lee’s recorded history, adding a new first chapter to his saga. For Hazlewood addicts, 
hearing these early tracks and the embryonic version of Trouble Is A Lonesome Town is akin to finding an early 
draft of the Old Testament.

“That’s beauty of Lee’s songwriting. It lives on. People will hear it for the first time, even 
though it’s fifty years old or whatever, if it’s good enough and strong enough, they’ll accept 
and like it as much as if it was just created. That’s the wonderful legacy that Lee has. It’s 
wonderful to look back and make all this early work available. To put “Boots” and all those 
other LHI songs into perspective. That it all started somewhere and this is where.” 

- Arizona Music Historian and record producer, John Dixon

TRACKLISTING
1. Cross Country Bus
2. The Woman I Love
3. Five Thousand and One
4. Lonesome Day
5. A Lady Called Blues
6. Five More Miles to Folsom
7. Fort Worth
8. The Old Man and His Guitar
9. Peculiar Guy
10. Long Black Train
11. I Guess It’s Love
12. It’s An Actuality
13. Buying On Time
14. The Country Bus Tune
15. Long Black Train
16. Run Boy Run
17. Big Joe Slade

18. Son of a Gun
19. Georgia Chain Gang
20. Look At That Woman
21. Peculiar Guy
22. The Railroad Song
23. Six Feet of Chain
24. Trouble Is A Lonesome Town

STREET DATE: SEPTEMBER 13, 2019

LP BARCODE  8 26853 0176 1 9

CD BARCODE 8 26853 0176 2 6

LEE HAZLEWOOD
400 Miles From L.A. 1955-56
LITA 176  |  CD | LP | DIGITAL



Chicago / London

12” EP: Vinyl is non-
returnable

CD 

FILE UNDER : “E” Eye Flys

RELEASE DATE : Sep 13th, 2019
NO EXPORT (S. AMERICA EXPORT OK)

Eye Flys
Context
Thrill - 493

790377049312

SALES POINTS

Context is the debut 12” from Eye Flys.

The band features members from Full of 
Hell, Backslider and Triac.

Eye Flys is touring the US this summer, 
playing select dates with Daughters.

Eye Flys toured with Multicult earlier this 
spring.

12” pressed on virgin vinyl and packaged
with free download card. 

Full length LP to be released in 2020.

“guitarist and effects wizard Spencer 
Hazard accelerates the jagged see-saw with 
tremoring, dread-laden riffs” - Pitchfork

Eye Flys brings together the minds of four musicians known for 
their work in some of the most extreme, blistering bands today. 
The quartet was initially started by Full of Hell guitarist Spencer 
Hazard and former Backslider drummer Patrick Forrest as an outlet 
to play aggressive music with equal intensity that would contrast 
the breakneck speeds of their other projects. After asking Backslider 
bassist Jake Smith to join on guitar and vocals and Triac’s Kevin 
Bernsten on bass, Eye Flys’ potential for crafting impossibly heavy 
songs was solidified. Eye Flys’ debut Context was written and recorded 
just a few short months from the band’s inception, drawing on each 
members’ considerable experience and driven by the excitement of 
playing in uncharted territory. This is an album of commanding, lean 
noise rock absolutely brimming with vitriol. 

The direct, raw energy Eye Flys’ music is simultaneously menacing 
and intoxicating. Drawing immediate comparisons to bands 
like Unsane, Cherubs, and The Melvins (where they take their name), 
the quartet’s bludgeoning sound is underpinned by a razor sharp 
edge. Smith’s vicious lyrics are paralleled by his unrelenting barks 
with passages like the opening of “Weaponize” literally spat through 
grinding teeth. Their taut, muscular riffing and pummeling drums lay 
atop a foundation of deceptively intricate arrangements. 

Eye Flys’ Context stands as a testament to its members’ abilities to 
produce music that is as ferocious as it is addictive. In just 6 short 
songs, Eye Flys not only prove their place among their peers, but 
stand out as a force of sheer, immovable power.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Eye Flys 

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Stems
2. Dosed
3. Crushing of the

Human Spirit
4. Weaponize

Also Available:
The Body & Full of Hell - Ascending A Mountain of Heavy Light (Thrill-447) CD/LP

The Body & Full of Hell - One Day You Will Ache Like I Ache (EPF-001) LP

5. The Triumph of
Hagbard Celine

6. Fuckface

790377049329

https://thrilljockey.com/press/eye-flys


Chicago / London

LP: Vinyl is non-
returnable

CD:

FILE UNDER : “M” Murray, Sequoyah

RELEASE DATE : Sep 13, 2019
NO EXPORT (S. AMERICA EXPORT OK)

Sequoyah Murray
Before You Begin

Thrill - 492

790377049213

SALES POINTS

Penalties of Love, Sequoyah’s debut EP was released 
in May 2019

“Penalties of Love” single has amassed over 25K 
streams so far.

Sequoyah has a full US tour later this fall.

The Boiler Room premiered the stunning video for 
“Penalties of Love” via their 4:3 platform.

Mixed by James Ginzburg of Emptyset, a prolific pro-
ducer and remixer with his projects Faint Wild Light, 
Ginz , and Bleed Turquoise (collaborations with Joker, 
remixes for Zero 7, Basement Jaxx, SUMAC, & more) 

“a striking set of visionary soul/pop that recalls 
contemporaries such as MorMor and Sampha, yet 
his magnetic baritone voice and unpredictable 
productions also find strong inspiration in the 
outsider pop works of Arthur Russell.” - KEXP

“[“Sublime”] is the rare song that fits as well on 
your summer BBQ playlist, as it does on a rainy-day-
headphones kind of mix. His emotive baritone hovers 
above warm analog synths, milking every oscillator 
for every Htz of emotion. - Afropunk

LP pressed on virgin vinyl with an artworked inner 
sleeve and free download card.

At just 22 years old, Sequoyah Murray is crafting the kind of 
concise, singular musical statements that many artists strive for 
their whole careers. His mutant brand of modern soul is as 
deeply eclectic as it is instantly arresting, a quality that drew 
early comparisons to Arthur Russell. Like Russell, Murray has 
a boundless, playful approach to composition; an incredible 
breadth of vision balanced by concise editing. Futuristic 
electronics, West and North African influenced polyrhythms, 
gospel vocals and psychedelic Tropicália textures blend 
seamlessly, anchored by his astounding three-octave baritone. 

Before You Begin distills an enormous wealth of ideas, emotion 
and detail into a stunning debut. Murray’s joyful energy is 
infectious on his bravely intimate self-portrait, painted with an 
inventive and unexpected collection of sounds.

The album is influenced by Murray’s experience growing up 
in one of the world’s music capitals. Atlanta’s hip-hop and trap 
heritage finds its place in his inventive lyricism, future-seeking 
sonics and DIY approach to music-making. Although Murray 
points to rap as one influence, he cites Atlanta’s lesser-known 
jazz and free-improv scene as facilitating his development as 
an artist.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Sequoyah Murray 

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Here We Go
2. I Wonder
3. Sublime
4. Blue Jays
5. Sunflower

(I Love You More)

6. Let’s Take the Time
7. Penalties of Love
8. Is Enough
9. Before You Begin

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
Sequoyah Murray - Penalties of Love - 12” EP (Thrill 491)

790377049220

https://thrilljockey.com/press/sequoyah-murray


   
 

 
 
The Souljazz Orchestra return with a brand new studio album for our troubled times. Their 9th studio 
album, ‘Chaos Theories’, will be released on Do Right! on September 13th in Canada. Always known 
for their uncompromising social and political messages, the Canadian collective hit harder than ever on 
9 new tracks, outing the hypocrisy of modern day politics, police brutality in North America and the 
everyday struggle of the working man. Led by chief songwriter and arranger Pierre Chrètien, the band 
continue to evolve their sound, drawing on a broad palette from their trademark Latin, Afro and 
Caribbean styles to some of the UK’s political sounds of the early ‘80s, the era of The Clash, The 
Police, 2-Tone and frontline reggae.  "We were basically messing around with the idea of creating our 
own brand of 'Afro-punk' ”, remembers Chrétien, “something with the aggressive, in-your-face energy 
of punk rock or free jazz, but still backed by the hypnotic, pulsating grooves of tropical music." 
 
The album takes the listener from carefully targeted sonic missiles to more reflective thought-provoking 
moments. ‘Police The Police’ starts the offensive: “I wrote this after my neighbour was beaten to 
death by Ottawa police during an arrest,” explains Chrétien. “The authorities downplayed the incident 
and the officers were working the next day like nothing had happened.” ‘House Of Cards’ takes a 
thinly veiled swipe at the current US administration on an infectious disco groove: “lies within lies within 
lies… like so many Russian dolls”; ‘Boat Rockers’ challenges us all to look beyond accepted norms 
and ‘General Strike’ documents the frustrations of the working class as the pay gap gets increasingly 
wider; ‘Slumlord’ shines the spotlight on dodgy landlords while the brilliant closer ‘Well Runs 
Dry’ laments modern day living, with its confused pace and mundane obsessions, remembering 
simpler days gone by. 
 
Leading their field for 17 years, the three-time Juno Award-nominated band have constantly moved 
forward, and remain an in-demand live band worldwide. They have played to audiences in close to 30 
countries across North America, Europe, and Africa and have shared bills along the way with 
heavyweights such as Stevie Wonder, Bob Dylan, and Femi Kuti. 
 
Tour dates 
 
Nov 16 - Gatineau QC - Le Petit Chicago 
Nov 21 - Sherbrooke QC - La Petite Boîte Noire 
Nov 22 - Montréal QC - Groove Nation 
Nov 23 - Québec QC - L'Anti 
Nov 28 - Waterloo ON - Starlight  
Nov 29 - Hamilton ON - This Ain't Hollywood  
Nov 30 - Toronto ON - Velvet Underground 

 THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA 
CHAOS THEORIES                  Street date: 09/13/2019 
   
 



Mental Health, is Rae Spoon’s tenth full-
length album and is being released on their 
label Coax Records. The album traces their 
personal journey with mental health through 
eight indie-rock songs that explore living 
with depression, anxiety, CPTSD and other 
challenges. Giving a voice to a perspective not as often
heard in the media, the songs are a rumination on pur-
suing health without the pressure of being cured and the 

duality of trying to survive trauma and accept oneself at the same time. 
Rae Spoon has been open through their writing and the NFB documentary, My Prairie Home, about growing up with 

a parent who had a, often untreated, mental illness in an unsafe home and the childhood abuse they experienced. The 
songs play like a follow up to that writing, being about the adult experience of being a survivor. Rae explores living as 
a trans/non-binary person in communities that experiences oppression and thus has higher incidence of mental health 
issues and suicide. Being part of these communities means losing friends to suicide more often and supporting each 
other through unspeakable conditions at times. Rae asks hard questions about how to cope with mental pain, to support 
friends and to live with trauma in late capitalism.

The album was recorded and co-produced by Jordon Koop at the Noise Floor on Gabriola Island. Rae was joined by 
the Pack AD’s Maya Miller on the drums and Becky Black on guitar and vocals. Rae’s ever-present electronic elements 
make an appearance through drum sequences and analog synthesizers and their band was made up of all-female/non-bi-
nary musicians. The result is the kind of infectious melodies and intricate pop music that Rae has become known for.

Go Away, the first song on the album, speaks to the lack of confidence and isolation that the stigmatization of mental 
health issues can cause. In this case the lyrics lay out many reasons why someone should not become attached one and 
read like an anti-personal advertisement. With the swell of a choir at the end arranged by Elder Sister Plum foreshadow 
the truth of the rest of the album which is that connection is still possible.

Shame is a battle cry against the constant impact of the societal pressure 
to present as healthy even when one is not. Rae captures the feeling of em-
bodied grief that is so common in people who have experienced trauma. The 
song concludes with soaring harmonies and an uplifting empowerment. 

I Can’t Sleep is the first single off of Rae Spoon’s August 16, 2019 album, 
Mental Health. It features singer Becky Black from the Pack AD and is a rock 
song about the isolation of insomnia. The battle between oneself that occurs in 
the middle of the night when sleep proves impossible.

Blaring is a beautiful duet with co-writer Northcote. The song talks about 
the distance that happens in relationships when communication. The combi-
nation of the two singer’s voices is something special and together they cre-
ate the feeling of being lonely when you are with the person you love.

Again + Again + Again is a song that asks the listener to seek out sup-
port when they experience suicidal ideation. The result of the loss of many 
friends and acquaintances to suicide the conviction in Rae’s voice is intimate 
and compelling.

Money confronts the reality that large corporate campaigns that say they 
are in support of mental health never address capitalism and it’s impact on 
people who need drugs and mental health services. It’s a sing-along protest 
song that brings an upbeat voice to one of the main barriers for people deal-
ing with mental health issues.

Inheritance is about the religious and intergenerational trauma of growing 
up Pentecostal in an unsafe home. It also talks about how being unsafe at hos-
pitals due to being a gender and/or sexuality minority excludes people from 
treatment. The song asks the listener to let go of their blood family and make
their own inheritance in it’s hopeful chorus.

There’s No End, the final song on Mental Health, a celebration of finding a 
way to survive recurring mental health issues. Instead of seeking a cure or end 
to mental pain they sing about occupying the spaces in between the worst 
parts and finding joy. The mountainous dynamics between lines in the song 
show these different states of being. 

TRACK LIST:

1. Go Away
2. Shame
3. I Can’t Sleep
     (feat. Becky Black)

4. Blaring
      (feat. Northcote)

5. Again + Again + Again
6. Money
7. Inheritance
8. There’s No End

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY BY:

Killbeat Music
www.killbeatmusic.com
media@killbeatmusic.com

DISTRIBUTION IN CANADA:

Outside Music
www.outside-music.com
7 Labatt Avenue
Suite 210
Toronto, ON, M5A 1Z1
Phone: (416) 461-0655

www.raespoon.com
www.facebook.com/raespoonpage
www.coaxrecords.com
www.facebook.com/coaxrecords

Rae
SPOON

Mental HealtH
Release Date: August 16, 2019

CD (OAX050)
UPC: 844667043693
Vinyl (OAX051)
UPC: 844667043709



	

	

SALES	BULLETS:	
• First	reissue	of	out	of	print	cult	album	from	Icelandic	trio!	
• Kælan	Mikla	is	confirmed	for	Pasadena	Daydream	Festival	with	The	Cure,	Pixies,	Deftones.	
• 22	date	US	tour	in	September	booked	by	Heavy	Talent.	
• Video	for	“Kalt”	on	YouTube	has	1	million	views.	
• Canadian	press	and	college	radio	servicing	handled	by	Looters.	
• US	tour	press	handled	by	The	Chain.	

Artist:	KAELAN	MIKLA	
Title:	Kaelan	Mikla	
Format:	CD/LP		 	 	
SKU:	AOF373CD	/	AOF373		
UPC	CD:	628070637324	
UPC	LP:	628070637317		
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	09/13/2019	LP	Street	Date:	10/11/2019	
	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1	Kælan	Mikla	
2	Myrkrið	Kallar	
3	Líflát	
4	Sýnir	
5	Upphaf	
6	Kalt	
7	Óráð	
8	Glimmer	Og	Aska	
 
 
	

INFORMATION:	
The	debut	album	from	Icelandic	trio	Kælan	Mikla,	which	features	the	band's	hit	song	Kalt,	finally	gets	a	
wide	reissue	courtesy	Toronto-based	Artoffact	Records.	The	band,	who	were	hand-picked	by	Robert	
Smith	of	The	Cure	to	support	his	eclectic	festivals,	are	on	a	tear	of	late,	but	this	is	the	album	that	
started	it	all.	
The	self	titled	record	will	be	released	on	CD,	white	vinyl,	and	streaming	formats	in	time	to	coincide	with	
the	trio’s	first	US	tour,	a	coast-to-coast	22	date	club	tour	that	will	see	Kælan	Mikla	support	The	Cure	at	
Pasadena	Daydream,	as	well	as	several	other	high-profile	festivals,	including	Coldwaves	and	Murder	
of	Crows.	
The	vinyl	comes	with	a	bonus	mini	lyric	poster	and	is	pressed	on	solid	white	wax.	CD	digipak	also	
includes	a	bonus	lyric	poster.	Artwork	on	all	formats	has	been	touched	up	and	updated	by	the	band’s 
graphic	designer. 

	



	

	

SALES	BULLETS:	
• New	album	from	cult	grindcore	trio	Cloud	Rat.	
• First	edition	of	2CD	digipak	comes	with	bonus	disc	with	experimental	recordings.	
• August	and	September	tour	dates	confirmed;	booked	by	Heavy	Talent.	
• Cloud	Rat	is	confirmed	to	play	Basilica	Soundscape	in	New	York.	
• Canadian	press	and	college	radio	servicing	handled	by	Looters.	
• US	tour	press	handled	by	The	Chain.	

Artist:	CLOUD	RAT	
Title:	Pollinator	
Format:	2	CD	/	LP	 	 	
SKU:	AOF282CD	/	AOF282		
UPC	CD:	628070628223	
UPC	LP:	628070628216	
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	09/13/2019	LP	Street	Date:	10/11/2019		

TRACK	LISTING:	
1)	Losing	Weight	 Do	Not	Let	Me	Off	the	Cliff	tracklist:	
2)	Delayed	Grief	//		 1)	Thrust	
Farmhouse	Red	 2)	Keep	Flies	
3)	Seven	Heads	 3)	Share	
4)	Night	Song	 	 4)	623	
5)	Wonder	 	 5)	The	Portal	of	God	Is	Nonexistence	
6)	The	Mad	 	 6)	Pity	Sex	
7)	Al	Di	La	 	 7)	Dropping	from	Trees	
8)	Last	Leaf	
9)	Zula	
10)	Biome	
11)	Webspinner	
12)	Luminescent	Cellar	
13)	Marionettes	
14)	Perla	

INFORMATION:	
Michigan-based	grindcore	cult	heroes	Cloud	Rat	return	with	Pollinator,	the	band's	most	intense	and	blistering	
recordings	to	date.	
Over	the	past	ten	years,	Cloud	Rat	has	established	itself	as	one	of	the	most	compelling	bands	in	the	underground.	
Over	a	staggering	number	of	releases	–	four	full-length	albums,	eleven	EPs	and	splits,	a	live	album,	and	various	
other	comps,	in	one	decade	–	the	Michigan	band	has	made	a	name	for	itself	via	sheer	emotion	and	musical	
freedom.	
NPR	Music	called	Cloud	Rat's	2013	album,	Moksha,	"a	feral,	fearsome	and	fearless	piece	of	work."	Noisey	
described	a	live	show	in	2015	with	these	words:	"Cloud	Rat	is	one	of	those	rare	bands	whose	music	connects	
instantly,	painfully	–	you	feel	the	words,	the	riffs,	and	the	all-consuming	cacophony	deep	within	the	marrow	of	
your	bones,	vibrating	out	into	a	hostile	world."	
Emerging	from	the	space	where	hardcore	punk	spirals	into	grindcore,	Cloud	Rat	is	that	and	so	much	more.	The	
band	knows	no	limits	and	incorporates	influences	from	across	the	map	–	black	metal,	noise,	doom,	goth,	folk,	and	
beyond	–	all	while	retaining	its	realness	and	urgency.The	first	edition	of	Pollinator	is	released	in	a	limited	2CD	
digipak	and	includes	an	entire	bonus	CD	of	eclectic,	experimental	material,	with	elements	of	industrial,	acoustic,	
drone,	noise,	and	shoegaze.	A	limited	splatter	vinyl	is	also	available.	
Cloud	Rat	have	taken	grind	to	the	next	level	on	Pollinator,	and	it's	vicious.	
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EAMON 

Prolific Canadian songwriter Eamon McGrath follows up last year's critically acclaimed 

"Tantramar" album with "Guts", his seventh record in what is becoming a landmark 

outpouring of work from the thirty-year old Toronto based musician. In an exploration 

that began with Tantramar; McGrath expands on that album's dark, introspective and 

atmospheric musical landscape that many call "Canadiana": Americana's darker; colder; 

Northern cousin. ''I'm not interested in basing a career around the act of drunkenly 

jumping around onstage anymore. In all my years of touring," McGrath reflects, "I 

remember the quiet acoustic, intimate shows more than anything. Playing in a 

great-sounding hall in Innsbruck has stuck out to me more in the long run than any 

sweaty basement show in Vancouver." 

To record Guts, McGrath flew to Winnipeg with former Manitoban resident Gregory 

Millson (Great Lake Swimmers, Cold Specks) in the bone-chilling prairie cold with 

accomplished producer John Paul Peters (Tanya Tagaq, Propagandhi) at Private Ear 

Recording. 

Finishing touches were made months later in Toronto with young, up and coming studio 

wizard Braden Sauder behind the controls at Marquee Sound. Longtime McGrath 

collaborator Leah Fay Uuly Talk) offers her lush, airy vocals on songs like "In Like A Lion" 

and "Roadside Angel". Edmonton-based country veterans Darrek Anderson and Tom 

Murray (Old Reliable) shine some light into the darkness of Guts in the form of 

Anderson's glistening pedal steel, and the tones of Murray's fibrous, sturdy upright bass. 

T he result is a far-reaching array of sounds and feelings, bridging all of McGrath's now

trademark musical attributes including his howling, larynx-shredding vocals ("Guts", 

"To Drink Only Water") contrasted with tender songwriting ("Givin' Up", "In Like A 

Lion"). Now in his thirties, McGrath draws the line in the sand with Guts, entering a new 

decade with new sounds, a new attitude and a new perspective. 

"McGrath has an innate ability to cage a heavy and personal lyric in 
a hook full of depth and melancholy, while remaining memorable and 
catchy" 

- BeatRoute

"Eamon has a passionate voice, used effectively. Somber, speak-sing style of 
verses contrast with the scratchy choruses like they might crack at any moment 
when pushed to a scream." 

lnstagram - @eamon_mcgrath 
Twitter - @eamonmcgrath 
www.eamonmcgrath.ca 

- Great Dark Wonder

TRACKLISTING 
0 I Guts 

02 City By The Lake 
03 Yellow Sticker On An 

Empty Fridge 
04 Givin Up 

05 City of Glass 
06 Unsung Warsong 

07To Drink Only Water 
08 In Like A Lion 

09 Roadside Angel ( digital bonus 
track) 

Release date: September 6, 20 19 
Catalogue #: SBV 04 3 
UPC CD: 193483205663
UPC LP:  4059251326137

LISTEN HARDER 



*29337-GFGADb*29337-GFGACeCanyon Records

For nearly 40 years, GRAMMY®-nominees the Black
Lodge Singers have been a Pow-Wow institution.
Founded in the heart of the Blackfeet Nation by the
respected Scabby Robe family and sustained by
successive generations of their extended family, the
Black Lodge Singers have helped shaped the sound of
contemporary Pow-Wow singing. With one of its boldest
collections of songs ever, the Black Lodge Singers
remind the world about their powerful living legacy.

Available: September 13, 2019

Digital - CR-6560
Total time: 61:45

· GRAMMY®-nominees the Black Lodge singers are one of the most
groundbreaking groups in contemporary Pow-Wow culture. The
innovative songmaking styles that they initiated decades ago have
been absorbed into Pow-Wow music as we know it.

· Since they were founded in 1980, the Black Lodge Singers have
travelled throughout North America and the world, sharing their
songs and their culture in a variety of venues.  They were the first
North American Indigenous singing group to perform with a
symphony orchestra as featured in the acclaimed "Native
Drumming" a piece composed by James DeMars. They were also
the featured voice in the groundbreaking collaboration "Electric
Pow-Wow" with DJ/EDM artists A Tribe Called Red.

· With this collection of songs, the Black Lodge Singers celebrate
32 years of music with label Canyon Records. The Black Lodge
Singers dedicate this album to all their relatives and friends
throughout Native North America.

Also 
Recommended

Black Lodge 
Tribute to the Elders
CR-6318

Black Lodge 
Spo'Mo'Ki"Nan
CR-6435

Bear Creek
Kagige
CR-6507

Northern Cree 
Brothers and
Sister
CR-6546

Blackfoot 
Confederacy 
Elders' Vision
CR-6505

Black Lodge
Kids Pow-Wow Songs
CR-6274

BLACK LODGE SINGERS 
My Relatives - 'Nikso’Kowaiks
Pow-Wow Songs Recorded Live at Fort Collins

 www.CanyonRecords.com CD - CR-6560
Total time: 61:45

1. Intro/Original People (5:41)
2. 2016 (4:05)
3. Keep It Flowing (3:19)
4. Countdown (4:20)
5. Across the Plains (3:03)
6. On the Move (3:24)
7. Indian Women (Niitsítapiiaakíí) (Side-Step) (3:10)
8. Dancers Look Good (3:14)
9. Real Goot One (4:33)
10. Real People (Crow Hop) (2:54)
11. Aah Stoonatsii (3:49)
12. Hunya (2:42)
13. The Blackfoot Stole All the Horses (Crow Hop) (2:11)
14. It’s Beautiful (7:38)
15. Sik’sikoya (2:43)
16. For You/Outro (4:50)



Moya Brennan | Cormac de Barra 
Timeless 

Label: Beo Records 
Catalog #: BEOCD011 
UPC: 682318753856 

Category: World|Celtic 
Release Date: August 9, 2019 

Moya Brennan and Cormac De Barra both come from large musical families in Ireland and their mutual 
admiration for each other naturally developed into a stimulating musical relationship. Their new album, 
‘Timeless‘, is their third release of the Voices & Harps collection and further demonstrates a partnership 
combining the simplicity, depth and beauty of the extraordinary skills which make them unique in their own 
field. Working along with LA Producer/Engineer Lynne Earls, they have created a new set of songs based 
strongly on their traditional roots but exploring new avenues in their writing. 

About "Songbird": When "The First Lady of Celtic", Voice of Clannad, Grammy Winner Moya Brennan, delivers 
Christine McVie's classic Fleetwood Mac ballad Songbird, you can't go wrong. Moya and Cormac's subtle 
personalization of the song only makes it more intimate... and yes, a bit Celtic as well. Contemplative world 
music with that ubiquitous melody and lyric. Glorious! Engineered by daughter Aisling Jarvis and produced by 
LA Producer/Engineer Lynne Earls, this Songbird is a gem. 
Tracklist: 

1. Is Cuma
2. Slan Go Foill
3. The Countess
4. Songbird
5. Silent Souls
6. Tar Liom Siar
7. Paistin Fionn
8. Codail a Leanbh
9. Mac Diarmada Rua
10. Timeless



NEW RELEASES: EARLY SEPTEMBER 2019

• First ever vinyl reissue of Andrew WK’s debut release
• Pressed on black vinyl
• Deluxe gatefold stoughton jacket with spot gloss over bloody nose

The fan favorite semininal debut by Andrew W.K on vinyl for the first time in close to a decade. I Get Wet includes the anthems “Party 
Hard”, “She Is beautiful”, “Ready To Die” & “I Love NYC”. The album comes housed in a completely upgraded gatefold jacket printed 
by Stoughton which includes spot gloss over the iconic bloody nose cover image to really make the cover art POP! Andrew W.K. has 
a mission—to dirty up rock & roll, literally and figuratively. And while that may seem a sizeable task for one man to shoulder, consider 
that the Michigan-reared screamer has devoted the whole of his debut album I Get Wet to ecstatic celebration of the id. It’s a heck of an 
idea, and it’s brought W.K. the fawning adoration of the British press who, after enduring years of ambient art-rock inspired by paranoia 
about technology (you know who we mean), are rushing to embrace W.K.‘s credo that everyone should party till they puke. W.K. stays 
on theme throughout I Get Wet’s 12 frenetic tracks—song titles like the aforementioned “Puke,” “It’s Time to Party,” “Party Hard,” and 
“Fun Night” pretty much make the point. But W.K.‘s more-is-more approach holds true of the music too—it’s cheesy new wave meets 
spiky metal but delivered with such self-conscious force that it’s almost bubblegum. Think of the gargantuan riffs of “Detroit Rock City” 
smeared with Flock of Seagulls-style synth while some manic propagandist hollers himself hoarse over top. I Get Wet has one setting—
loud—but not since the Stooges has unmitigated hedonism, and just plain headbanging, seemed like a plan. Mighty members of the 
three-finger devil salute fraternity, your soundtrack has arrived.

Andrew WK
I Get Wet (Deluxe Gatefold)
Release Date: IMMEDIATE
[Light In The Attic / Enjoy The Ride]
LP / ETR087 / 602577153396 / $36.06

LP

• Elusive debut album from Senegalese legends Touré Kunda (Paris 1979) 
• Seminal record

A beautiful blend of Afro disco stompers & mellow Reggae tunes.
1977, Paris France. Two brothers freshly arrived from Casamance, the Senegalese ‘Florida’, are living the tough immigrant experience. 
Their plan: becoming pop stars. A challenge so ambitious it sounds like science fiction at the time: Bob Marley, Fela Kuti and a handful 
of others artists have started making waves in the Western World , but the rise of the Pan-African sound is still at an early stage. The 
Touré brothers have formed a band, written some songs, and start frequently playing their music live, to great effect, at an underground 
theatre called the Dunois in the 13th Parisian district. The hype starts spreading.

Overcoming the odds, their parents’ ban on playing music (“a satanic activity”), the death of their brother and mentor Amadou and a 
stint in a Mauritanian prison, they will ultimately reach stardom a few years later under the name Touré Kunda (The Elephant Family). 
A legendary 40-year career will follow: 16 albums released, millions of records sold, numerous world tours, awards and collabs with the 
likes of Manu Dibango, Talking Heads, Carlos Santana, Bill Laswell, Alpha Blondy, Bernie Worrell…

Released in 1979, self-financed by loans from friends and allies, Mandinka Dong is the genesis of Touré Kunda, the cornerstone of the 
band’s unique sound, at the crossroads of Disco, Funk, Pop, Reggae, Portuguese, Guinean, Cuban, Zairean, Mandinke and Soninke 
music. Limited to 700 copies and very difficult to find in decent condition, the original pressing faded into oblivion for decades. A low-
resolution digital version of the album started circulating in recent years, not doing justice to the rich analog sound of the recording.

It is an honour for Secousse and Hot Mule Records to present a complete reissue of Mandinka Dong. Faithfully restored and 
remastered, it will be available in both digital and physical formats (in gatefold vinyl illustrated with photos from the artists’ archives and 
liner notes by Frank Tenaille, the band’s official biographer).

Ismaïl Touré & Sixu Touré
Mandinka Dong
Release Date: 2-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Hot Mule / Secousse]
LP / HTML003 / 3760179355161 /  $32.69

LP



NEW RELEASES: EARLY SEPTEMBER 2019

• Limited to 1000 copies
• LP includes a folded insert with extensive liner notes, rare artwork and exclusive commentaries from the composers

Trésor National is a new Montreal-based record label dedicated to reissuing long lost gems recorded in Québec (Canada). Their 
inaugurational release will be a 180g vinyl-only official reissue of the 1970 cult classic soundtrack “Viens, mon amour” (Love in a 4 
Letter World), composed by Paul Baillargeon (Star Trek TV series, Jean-Pierre Ferland’s Soleil, Curious Georges) and Dean Morgan.

Between 1968 and 1974, Quebec was exposed to unabashed exploitation cinema. Erotic and taboo, the B-movies took on the name of 
“films de fesses” (titty films) or “maple syrup porn”. The genre produced some of the most delectable and collectable soundtracks at the 
time while “Viens, mon amour” easily stands out as one of the sexiest example ever recorded in La Belle Province! Original pressings 
are scarce and have been highly sought-after for decades by collectors from around the world. This remastered reissue highlights every 
sensual, psychedelic and funky side, where rare grooves mix with delicate pop songs and Moog-infused, fuzz-driven titles with hard-
hitting brass. A true gem for cinephiles, DJs and all diggers of exotic sounds… with a distinctive Québécois feel.

Paul Baillargeon and Dean Morgan
Viens, Mon Amour
Release Date: IMMEDIATE
[Light In The Attic / Tresor National]
LP / TNAT001 / 627987174922 /  $30.16

LP

• One of THE holy grails of private pressed funk/soul records
• All-star line-up that includes Carol Kaye (Wrecking Crew)
• Deluxe 180g vinyl edition
• Black Vinyl Edition Limited to 500 copies, comes with obi strip

Little is known about JADE (Norfolk, Virginia) other than that they released two 45s and a full-length album on the tiny Pesante imprint 
in the mid 70s. Fast forward to 2019, almost 45 years later, and their IN PURSUIT album has become one of THE holy grails of private 
pressed funk/soul records.

Most of the core group consists of an ACE all-star cast of studio cats hitting it pretty hard: Carol Kaye on bass (Yes, THAT Carol Kaye 
of Wrecking Crew fame) as well as fellow hired gun Paul Stallworth, who played on albums by George Harrison and Bobby Womack. 
Kaye’s husband Spider Webb aka Kenneth Roland Rice who, over the course of his career, played with Freddie Hubbard and Carmen 
McRae, supplies percussion along with Greg Thomas, sideman for Karen Dalton, Taj Mahal and others. To top things off we have Stevie 
Wonder collaborator Steve Madaio on trumpet!

The result of the combined effort & skills listed here above sounds tight as hell and makes it quite hard to pick a favorite tune – every 
one of the eight featured songs is a winner! The floor filler „Music Slave“ is a killer modern soul groover fueled with just the right dose of 
funk but the rest is raw, unfiltered and mighty soulful funk with addictive horns, pulsating percussion, soaring sax and some great and 
some gorgeously groovy guitar licks. Just the right ingredients it takes to produce a classic from start to finish, not an ounce of filler on 
this one.

It’s a miracle why this album did not gain a wider audience, it certainly wasn’t for the lack of killer tunes. Well, it certainly did not help 
that it was pretty poorly promoted and mostly sold regionally – just the circumstances so many superb LPs of that time lacked from.

Originally released in 1975 (original copies go for silly money), this is such an unknown and underrated beast of a soul-funk album that 
begs for a place in your record collection. Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the first official reissue of ‘In Pursuit’. Available as a 
deluxe 180g vinyl edition (limited to 500 copies)

Jade
In Pursuit
Release Date: 30-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves Music]
LP / TWM37LITA / 676753887443 /  $29.31

LP



NEW RELEASES: EARLY SEPTEMBER 2019

CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF.  PPD DATE QTY

SPCD1320 FRANKIE COSMOS Close It Quietly Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132021 CD  $      9.09 6-Sep-19
SPLP1320 FRANKIE COSMOS Close It Quietly Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132014 LP  $    18.21 6-Sep-19

SPLP1320LOSER FRANKIE COSMOS

Close It Quietly (Indie 
Only LOSER Edition - 
blue pearlescent vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787132007 LP  $    18.21 6-Sep-19

SPCS1320 FRANKIE COSMOS Close It Quietly Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132045 CS  $      7.27 6-Sep-19
WIGCD451 G, (SANDY) ALEX House Of Sugar Domino Rock-Pop 887828045129 CD  $    12.80 13-Sep-19
WIGLP451 G, (SANDY) ALEX House Of Sugar Domino Rock-Pop 887828045112 LP  $    19.73 13-Sep-19

WIGLP451X G, (SANDY) ALEX
House Of Sugar (LTD - 
Indie Only - Purple Vinyl) Domino Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 887828045136 LP  $    19.73 13-Sep-19

RUG216 ARCTIC MONKEYS
When The Sun Goes 
Down Domino Rock-Pop 887829021672 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19

RUG261 ARCTIC MONKEYS Fluorescent Adolescent Domino Rock-Pop 887829026172 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19
RUG279 ARCTIC MONKEYS Teddy Picker Domino Rock-Pop 887829027971 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19
RUG359 ARCTIC MONKEYS My Propeller Domino Rock-Pop 887829035976 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19

RUG422 ARCTIC MONKEYS
The Hellcat Spangled 
Shalalala Domino Rock-Pop 887829042271 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19

RUG438 ARCTIC MONKEYS Suck It and See Domino Rock-Pop 887829043872 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19
RUG449 ARCTIC MONKEYS Black Treacle Domino Rock-Pop 887829044978 7"  $    11.06 6-Sep-19
RBN070CD LOWER DENS The Competition Domino Rock-Pop 887834007029 CD  $    12.80 6-Sep-19
RBN070LP LOWER DENS The Competition Domino Rock-Pop 887834007012 LP  $    18.00 6-Sep-19

RBN070LPX LOWER DENS
The Competition (Clear 
Vinyl w/download) Domino Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 887834007036 LP  $    18.00 6-Sep-19

LITA176CD HAZLEWOOD, LEE
400 Miles From L.A. 1955-
56 Light In The Attic Rock-Pop 826853017626 CD  $    17.50 13-Sep-19

LITA176LP HAZLEWOOD, LEE
400 Miles From L.A. 1955-
56 Light In The Attic Rock-Pop 826853017619 2LP  $    36.06 13-Sep-19

THRILL493CD EYE FLYS Context (EP) Thrill Jockey Metal 790377049329 CD  $    12.00 13-Sep-19
THRILL493LP EYE FLYS Context (EP) Thrill Jockey Metal 790377049312 12"  $    17.50 13-Sep-19
THRILL492CD MURRAY, SEQUOYAH Before You Begin Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377049220 CD  $    14.00 13-Sep-19
THRILL492LP MURRAY, SEQUOYAH Before You Begin Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377049213 LP  $    20.47 13-Sep-19
DR081CD SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA, THE Chaos Theories Do Right Music Funk / Soul Canadian 623339235228 CD  $    11.00 13-Sep-19

OAX050 SPOON, RAE Mental Health

Rae Spoon 
Productions / Coax 
Records Rock-Pop Canadian 844667043693 CD  $    11.00 16-Aug-19

OAX051 SPOON, RAE Mental Health

Rae Spoon 
Productions / Coax 
Records Rock-Pop Canadian 844667043709 LP  $    18.35 16-Aug-19

AOF373CD KAELAN MIKLA Kaelan Mikla (re-issue) Artoffact Records Alternative 628070637324 CD  $    12.00 13-Sep-19
AOF373 KAELAN MIKLA Kaelan Mikla (re-issue) Artoffact Records Alternative 628070637317 LP  $    18.00 11-Oct-19
AOF282CD CLOUD RAT Pollinator Artoffact Records Grindcore 628070628223 2CD  $    15.00 13-Sep-19
AOF282 CLOUD RAT Pollinator Artoffact Records Grindcore 628070628216 LP  $    18.00 11-Oct-19

MET1199 GRENDEL Ascending The Abyss
Metropolis 
Records Electronic 782388119924 CD  $    13.58 13-Sep-19

SBV043CD MCGRATH, EAMON Guts Saved By Vinyl Rock-Pop Canadian 193483205663 CD  $    10.50 6-Sep-19
SBV043LP MCGRATH, EAMON Guts Saved By Vinyl Rock-Pop Canadian 4059251326137 LP  $    17.50 6-Sep-19

CR6560 BLACK LODGE SINGERS

My Relatives - 
“Nikso’Kowaiks” - Pow-
Wow Songs Recorded 
Live in Fort Collins Canyon Records First Nations 729337656024 CD  $    12.90 13-Sep-19

BEOCD011 BRENNAN, MOYA / DE BARRA, CORMAC Timeless
There Records / 
Beo Records

New Age / 
Folk 682318753856 CD  $    13.25 9-Aug-19

ETR087 ANDREW WK
I Get Wet (Deluxe 
Gatefold)

Light In The Attic / 
Enjoy The Ride Rock-Pop 602577153396 LP  $    36.06 IMMEDIATE

HTML003 TOURÉ, ISMAIL / TOURÉ, SIXU Mandinka Dong

Light In The Attic / 
Hot Mule / 
Secousse

African / 
Reggae / 
Funk 3760179355161 LP  $    32.69 2-Aug-19

TWM37LITA JADE In Pursuit
Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves Music Funk / Soul 676753887443 LP  $    29.31 30-Aug-19

TNAT001 BAILLARGEON, PAUL AND MORGAN, DEAN Viens, Mon Amour
Light In The Attic / 
Tresor National Soundtrack Canadian 627987174922 LP  $    30.16 IMMEDIATE

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - EARLY SEPTEMBER 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *

* Order deadline for Sept 6 is Aug 26 // *Order deadline for Sept 13 is Sept 2 *
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